path of enlisting into the army. The quantity and quality of the men's rations is now being generally improved, and this should tend to increase the percentage of well-grown and superior amongst the recipients of the proverbial " shilling."
It is said that the Yestries having control of the Regent's Canal, in view of the possible cholera outbreak, propose to commence proceedings to render it more sanitary. We cannot foresee any possible method of effecting this without a preliminary disturbance of the canal bed, which at this time of the year would surely be unbearable for the luckless dwellers in the vicinity, and more likely to produce typhoid than prevent cholera.
Eveby day sees the bicycle more popular. As a convenient and healthy mode of travelling it is almost unrivalled, but whilst its presence is becoming so frequent, both in town and country, we regret to perceive a growing carelessness on the part of cyclists, which amounts to actual danger to the less active of pedestrians. Quite recently a lady, only just con. valescent from a long illness, whilst walking along a country road, was knocked down by a passing cyclist, and so injured, that her recovery is doubtful. The rider's carelessness has been duly punished, but this can but aftord small consolation to the lady's friends. Some of the States have abolished capital punishment, and in these it is noted that the number of homicides is rather less than in those where it is still enforced.
